Office of the Chairman,
State Level Police Recruitment Board,
Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad.
Date: 12-05-2017

Rc.No.202/R&T/Rect.2/2016

PRESS RELEASE
Recruitment to the posts of SCT Police Constable (Civil) (Men & Women)-3816
Posts, SCT Police Constable (AR) (Men & Women)- 1267 Posts, in Police Department
and Warders (Male)-240 Posts & Warders (Female)- 25 Posts, in Prisons &
Correctional

Services

Department

were

notified

vide

Notification

Rc.No.202/R&T/Rect.2/2016, dt: 22-07-2016.(800 posts – 600 posts for PCs(Civil)
and 200 posts for PCs(AR)

were added vide G.O.Ms.No.76, Finance (HR-I Plg. &

Policy)Dept.,dt:10-05-2017

and

supplementary

notification

of

SLPRB,

AP,

dt:10-05-2017). Total notified posts are 5348.
2.

72,324 Hall Tickets were issued for Final Written Examination for the above

posts, which were conducted on 22-01-2017.

72,044 candidates attended Final

Written Examination. 279 candidates were absent.

The Marks for the above

Examination were released on 06-02-2017 for all the candidates except those whose
cases are pending in the Hon’ble Courts.

3.

Out of 72,044 candidates, 63,407 have qualified for the post of SCT PC(Civil

& Warders(Male & Female) in the Final Written Examination and balance have been
disqualified.

Out of which, 46,156 candidates have qualified for the post of SCT

Police Constable (AR))(Men & Women).

4.

This Final Written Examination was held for 4 category of posts i.e., (i) SCT

Police Constables (Civil)(Men & Women) (ii) SCT Police Constables (Armed
Reserve)(Men & Women), (iii) Warders (Male) and Warders (Female). The qualifying
criteria for these posts are different. A candidate may qualify for the post of SCT
PC(Civil), but may not qualify for the post of Warder, if his height is less than 168
cms.

Similarly, a candidate may qualify for Warder, but not for the post of SCT

PC(Civil), if his age is more than 24 years. Similarly, a candidate may qualify for the
post of SCT PC(Civil), but not for the post of SCT PC (Armed Reserve), if he has not
qualified in all the 3 events in Physical Efficiency Examination (PET).
5.

Hence, the Merit List is divided into two parts i.e., One for the post of SCT

PC(Civil)(Men & Women) & Warders(Male & Female), which consisting of 200 marks
for Final Written Examination and 2nd for the post of SCT PC (Armed Reserve) (Men
& Women), this was reduced

to 50%, i.e., 100 marks and added to Physical

Efficiency Examination (PET) Marks i.e., 100 Marks, thereby making total 200
marks.
6.

The Merit list includes Regd.No., Date of Birth, Gender, Community, Gender,

Non Creamy Layer, Ex-Servicemen, NCC, CPP, MSP, Home Guard, CDI, Local status,
Post Preferences, Unit Preferences, Final Written Examination Marks, for the post of
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-:: 2 ::SCT PC(Civil)(Men & Women) & Warders (Men & Women). In the Merit List for the
post of SCT PC (Armed Reserve) (Men & Women), the columns regarding Marks for
Final Written Examination(200 Marks) was reduced

to 50%, i.e., 100 marks and

added to Physical Efficiency Examination (PET) Marks i.e., 100 Marks, thereby
making total 200 marks. and total marks (i.e., 50% of FWT Marks + PET Marks =
200) obtained, have been added, apart from the columns mentioned above.

7.

This information in these fields has been prepared based on certificates

submitted by the candidates at the time of PMT/PET, in the Merit List.

8.

In the Merit List, 402 candidates who were provisionally selected for the post

of SCT SI(Civil)(Men & Women), SCT SI(AR)(Men & Women), SCT RSI(SAR CPL &
APSP) (Men), their names were deleted from the above Merit List, after taking consent
from them.

The cases of the diploma holders have been considered and their

names have been included in the Merit List and also their cases have been
considered for inclusion in the Provisional Selection List as per their Merit.

9.

Selection Lists for all the 4 posts has been prepared as per Rules of

Reservation and Vacancies notified. As stated in Notification, for candidates claiming
benefit under NCC, first preference is given to candidates having NCC-C certificate.
Only, if such candidates are not available or available candidates are already allotted,
then second preference is given to candidates with NCC-B Certificates.
candidates with NCC-A certificates are given third preference.

Finally,

This Order of

preference for NCC candidates is followed irrespective of their position in Merit list.
Eg.: a candidate with NCC-C Certificate with lower marks is preferred over a
candidate with NCC-B or NCC-A certificate with higher marks.

9.

As

stated

in

Notification,

for

candidates

claiming

benefit

under

MSP(Meritorious Sports Person), first preference is given to candidates having
Category-1 certificate.

Only, if such candidates are not available or available

candidates are already allotted, then second preference is given to candidates with
Category-2 Certificates.

Finally, candidates with Category-3 certificates are given

third preference. This Order of preference for MSP candidates is followed irrespective
of their position in Merit list. Eg.: a candidate with MSP, Category-1 Certificate with
lower marks is preferred over a candidate with MSP, Category-2 or MSP, Category-3
certificate with higher marks.

10.

The Rule of local Reservation for the posts of SCT PC(Civil)(Men & Women) &

SCT PC (Armed Reserve)(Men & Women) was followed. The post preference and Unit
preference submitted by the candidates were considered while preparing Provisional
Selection List.
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11.

4 candidates pertaining to Home Guards quota whose cases are pending in

the Hon’ble Courts, their cases are withheld in the Selection List till disposal of the
cases in the courts of Hon’ble APAT & High Court.

12.

Out of 5348 vacancies notified (total), 5128 vacancies filled up which includes

1365 Women.
13.

Out of 3816 notified vacancies of SCT PCs(Civil)(Men & Women), 3692 have

been filled. It includes 1150 Women candidates.

14.

Out of 1267 notified vacancies of SCT PCs(Armed Reserve) (Men & Women),

1171 have been filled. It includes 190 Women candidates.

15.

All the notified vacancies of 240 have been filled for the post of Warder (Male).

16.

All the notified vacancies of 25 have been filled for the post of Warder (Female).

17.

The Provisional Selection List of the selected candidates for all the above 4

categories

of

posts

have

been

uploaded

on

the

website

www.recruitment.appolice.gov.in and the cut off marks for the above posts under
various categories are also available for the benefit of candidates.

18.

Help Desks will be opened in all 13 District Police Offices where PMT/PET was

conducted from 13-05-2017.

Candidates having any problem may approach and

submit their grievance. They may also contact State Level Police Recruitment Board,
AP on help line number 94414 50639 or send mail “aoslprbap@gmail.com”

Sd/- ATUL SINGH, IPS
Chairman
State Level Police Recruitment Board,
Andhra Pradesh.

